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Royal Netherlands Air Force Command 
Mission Support Branche, Nature Bureau 
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Bird strike prevention is dictated by 
3 main aspects of human behaviour: 
•Give the Black Jack (+ the bill) to someone else! 
•Do something! 
•Genesis 1:28 
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Genesis 1:28 
God said to them: “….Rule over the fish in the 
sea and the birds in the sky and over every 
living creature that moves on the ground…” 
In Western society this statement has  
justified and contributed towards a human 
centred approach towards nature. 
Bird strike prevention Version 1.x and 2.x are 
based on this assumption. “Birds have to make 
way for undisturbed aviation operations” 
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Players in the bird strike prevention  
 
Pilots / airliners 
Air Traffic Control Airport Operator  
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Bird Strike Prevention Version 1.x 
“Do something” : active dispersal of birds 
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Bird Strike Prevention Version 2.x 
“Do something” : habitat management 
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Bird Strike Prevention Version 1.x / Version 2.x 
has been successful. But has reached its limits 
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Bird and Aviation, Vol. 25 (2005), No.2 
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Emphasis needs to be shifted! 
But also at 
birds overflying the airport 
coming from A, flying to B 
Not just aimed at 
birds at or around 
airports 
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Players in the bird strike prevention 
including overflying birds changes everything  
Pilots / airliners 
Air Traffic Control Airport Operator 
Government 
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Government is asked to “do something” 
“Do something” = “keep birds out of our way” 
   = pay the bill 
Spatial planning = how large an area is needed? 
   = in what way is the landscape affected? 
In other words = how big is aviation’s footprint? 
Population management  = culling: to what extend? 
    = is it effective/ feasible? 
    = public acceptance? 
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BIRD MOBILITY = keyfactor 
Spatial management, as well as population 
management is only effective / efficient if aimed at 
those individuals that cause problems.  
Large home ranges: 
• Require spatial planning in large areas 
• Minimize the effect of local/regional population 
management 
Individual home ranges determine success of measures 
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On home ranges / bird mobility 
Home range according to Wikipedia:  
= the area where an animal lives and travels in. 
Varies between species, seasons and individuals 
Latest GPS related studies show: 
• Extreme variability in mobility between individuals of 
same species 
• Birds often prove to be extremely  mobile 
 
GPS Platform 
Transmitting Terminal 
Up to 30 grams 
4 fixes/day 
Univ. Amsterdam 
GPS receiver 
14-18 grams 
Fixes at 10 min/ 
interval 
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Smallest and largest home range of gulls breeding on Texel 
2007 (dark green=95%; green=90%; red=50%) 
13 Lesser Blackbacked 
Gulls (Larus fuscus) 
8 Herring Gulls (Larus 
fuscus) 
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Movements of 1 individual Lesser Blackbacked Gull 
(Larus Fuscus) in July 2007 registered by GPS PTT 
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Lesser Blackbacked Gull breeding on Texel, between May 
23th and June 25th 2011 (UvA GPS) 
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Movements of three Lesser Blackbacked Gulls after 
breeding on Texel, between June 26th and July 10th 2011 
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Buzzards on LWD and EHV Airbase (UvA GPS receivers), 
May 2009.  
3 birds breeding 
on base, 3 birds 
gone 
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Buzzard nr 128 breeding on LWD Airbase in 
2009 (left) and 2010 (right) 
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Non-breeding Buzzards from EHV Airbase 2010. 
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BIRD MOBILITY = keyfactor 
Spatial management, as well as population 
management is only effective / efficient if aimed at 
those individuals that cause problems.  
Large home ranges: 
• Require spatial planning in large areas 
• Minimize the effect of local/regional population 
management 
Individual home ranges determine success of measures 
At least part of the population of gulls and Buzzards is 
extremely mobile              making local and regional  
population management ineffective 
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Bird Strike Prevention Version 3.0 
 
•Should be aimed at birds flying over the runway environment 
•Cannot rely on population management 
•Can only to a limited extend be supported by spatial planning 
•Should be based on separating aircraft and significant flying birds 
or bird groups 
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Bird Strike Prevention Version 3.0 
should be based on the assumption that: 
•Birds are part of the environment, as is weather / geography / geology 
•Densities of flying birds vary in space and time 
•Aviation has to incorporate bird avoiding strategies 
•Small operational impact can lead to major safety profit 
•Birds can never completely be “kept out of the way of aviation” 
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Bird Strike Prevention Version 3.0 
= separation based and needs: 
•Sensors that timely detect birds flying on collision course 
•Techniques that timely discriminate between hazardous and non-
hazardous flying birds 
•Techniques that enable BCU’s to make flying birds change their 
course 
•CONOPS that enable pilots to avoid birds (postponing starts!), 
either via ATC or direct 
•Techniques that distribute the information near real-time to the 
relevant persons (pilots, Air Traffic Control (ATC), Bird Control 
Units (BCU)) 
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Understanding birds is not easy! 
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Are we re-inventing the wheel? 
Bi 
